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In case you missed it, you can find the recording of the
first webinar in this series, What can ESSER spending data
tell us?, on our website: compcenternetwork.org
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Learn more about the National Center’s Communities of
Practice on our website!
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POLL: It’s been a year. So far, how would you rate ESSER’s impact
on students (nationally, not just in your district)?
Strong. There’s room for improvement, but
it’s generally going well.
Mixed. Some pivoting is needed to ensure
dollars add more value for students.
Weak. Much of the spending is having
little effect on students.

One year in,
we have no
way to know.
In the absence of
large-scale data,
states and districts
must figure this out
on their own.

Connecting investments to outcomes: Three big strategies

1. Articulate measurable goals for ESSER
How about:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Reading, especially K-5
Math, all grades
High schoolers on track to graduate
Student attendance and engagement

Chat: What’s one
big measurable goal
your district/state
has for students?
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Connecting investments to outcomes: Three big strategies cont.

2. Financial Communication:
•
•

Speak often of $s invested alongside goals for students
Encourage principals to engage with teachers, parents on financial
choices

3. Measurement:
• Track progress for students. Alter plans where no progress is made
• Compare spending and outcomes by school.
tool

There’s an app for that!
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“The Grid”

We love division!
à It gives us cost
per student.
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POLL:
Notice that 1-1 tutoring costs much more per
student than 4-1 tutoring. If tutoring was a
priority in your district, do you think the higher
costs of 1-1 are worth it?
1. Yes, I’d say go with 1-1
2. No, I lean toward 4-1
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Assuming $1M for each

$811

1,142

Boost achievement,
SEL benefits
----promising

Some students may not
attend; difficulty hiring
tutors

SEL needs are met, so
students attend and
learn

Difficulty hiring. Uneven
access across schools

Boost achievement
----promising

Students may not attend

More learning,
achievement?
Better instruction,
more customized
approaches?

Pushback from
parents/teachers?

PD not always effective
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Recognize risks to find
ways to mitigate them,
or ensure early
Boost achievement,
detection. SEL benefits
$811
----promising

Communicating
1,142desired
outcomes can help
everyone stay focused
(which can drive outcomes).

Some students may not
attend; difficulty hiring
tutors

SEL needs are met, so
students attend and
learn

Difficulty hiring. Uneven
access across schools

Boost achievement
----promising

Students may not attend

More learning,
achievement?

Pushback from
parents/teachers?

Better instruction,
This is an expensive
PD not always effective
more customized
program.
Do we think
approaches?

it will be high value?
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Investment

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Major cost
factors

Estimated
# Students
Served

Cost per
participating
student

Desired Outcomes
Estimated
Effectiveness
(High/Med/Low)

Risks

POLL:
A district pays tutors $60 per hour. The principal regularly reminds tutors
and parents of the cost per hour of tutoring.
Seems reasonable
I’m less comfortable with this

POLL:

A district pays a counselor $85K in salary and benefits. A district leader
regularly reminds the counselor that this $85K investment must help get
students back in school and engaged in learning.
Seems reasonable
I’m less comfortable with this
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Getting started
What’s Your Measurable Goal:

A. Reading, especially K-5
B. Math, all grades
C. High schoolers on track to
graduate
D. Student attendance and
engagement

Explore district investments options that support
that goal:
Such as, for (A) reading:
A. New reading curriculum
B. Teacher PD
C. EL literacy program
D. Small group reading for SpEd students
E. Tutoring
F. K-3 reading logs
G. PreK “Parents Read With Kids” Effort
H. Librarian
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1. District teams can work together to fill in the tool for any proposed or
considered investments.
Consider: Which makes more/less sense from a cost/value perspective?
2. Share the grid with those who will be implementing the investment.
Are there ways to minimize risks?
Revisit the grid regularly to update with data on implementation and
consider whether any changes are needed.
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Use this approach to get the most from contracts
Include in the contract:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

An out-clause
Per student costs
Performance targets
Requirement that contractor assemble data on performance
What the contractor will do to mitigate risks

On the district/SEA side:
ü Identify what district/SEA can do to mitigate risks
ü Bring contract to board alongside desired outcomes, per
student costs, risks
ü Post the contract online
ü Have a task force regularly review progress.

CHAT: Do you think
a contract for an
after-school
provider should be
expected to
include targets for
acad. progress?
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“The Budget Dance”
Finance team (FT) assembles
projected budget from prior
year plus requests, breaks
out figures by object and
What’s your thinking on using ”the
function.
budget dance” to develop district
budgets

POLL:

≫ Seems reasonable
≫ I’m less comfortable with this.

FT trims some
requests and
accounts for savings
from some open
positions. Taps some
reserves. Draft
budget is now
balanced.

Budget working session
#1: Compare revenue
projections to first draft
of budget. Take note of
gap. Instruct staff to trim.

Budget working
session #2: Team
agrees to
advance draft
budget to board.

Board
approves
budget with
minimal
discussion.
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“The Budget Dance”

POLL:
Do you think budget working
sessions should include an
examination of ”The Grid”.
≫ Seems reasonable
≫ I’m less comfortable with this.

Finance team (FT) assembles
projected budget from prior
year plus requests, breaks
out figures by object and
function.
FT trims some
requests and
accounts for savings
from some open
positions. Taps some
reserves. Draft
budget is now
balanced.

Budget working session
#1: Compare revenue
projections to first draft
of budget. Take note of
gap. Instruct staff to trim.

Budget working
session #2: Team
agrees to
advance draft
budget to board.

Board
approves
budget with
minimal
discussion.
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Hello INFLATION

POLL:

Teachers ask for a 7% raise. What’s
your thinking:
1. Yep, fair.
2. Yes, but I want longer school year
in return.
3. I’d agree to 4% since most get 3%
step/column.
4. Too many unknowns ahead.
Better to go with a one time
$4200 bonus.
5. Prefer targeted pay to address
persistent gaps.
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We’re seeing lots of pay innovations right now:
CHAT:

What labor
problems are
you hoping to
solve with any
pay activity?
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Mark your
calendars for
September 21st
for the third
webinar in this
series!

And join us on April 14th
at 3:00pm ET for
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Questions?
≫ Contact the National Center at:
compcenternetwork@westat.com
≫ Learn more about the
Comprehensive Center Network at:
compcenternetwork.org

≫ Contact Marguerite Roza at:
mr1170@Georgetown.edu
EdunomicsLab.org
@EdunomicsLab
Sign up for the Edunomics Lab
newsletter: http://bit.ly/EdFiNews
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This presentation is in the public domain. While permission to reprint is not necessary, publication
should be cited. The presentation is prepared by the National Comprehensive Center under Award
#S283B190028 for the Office of Program and Grantee Support Services (PGSS) within the Office of
Elementary and Secondary Education (OESE) of the U.S. Department of Education and is administered
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